CHAPTER 2
TYPE SIZE AND LEGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

TYPE SIZE

- **ALL MANDATORY INFORMATION (excluding ALCOHOL CONTENT STATEMENT and HEALTH WARNING STATEMENT*)**
  - Minimum 2 mm for containers larger than ½ pint
  - Minimum 1 mm for containers of ½ pint or less

- **ALCOHOL CONTENT STATEMENT**

  Unless otherwise required by State law:
  - Minimum 2 mm for containers larger than ½ pint
  - Minimum 1 mm for containers of ½ pint or less
  - Maximum 3 mm for containers of 40 fl. oz. or less
  - Maximum 4 mm for containers larger than 40 fl. oz.

**NOTE:**
- The ASPARTAME DISCLOSURE must appear in capital letters
- There are no specific type size requirements for COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

LEGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS

- **ALL MANDATORY INFORMATION excluding ALCOHOL CONTENT STATEMENT, SACCHARIN DISCLOSURE, ASPARTAME DISCLOSURE and HEALTH WARNING STATEMENT* **
  - Must be readily legible
  - Must appear on a contrasting background
  - Must appear separate and apart from or be substantially more conspicuous than descriptive or explanatory information
• ALCOHOL CONTENT STATEMENT

All portions of the alcohol content statement must be:

■ Of the same kind and size of lettering
■ Of equally conspicuous coloring

• SACCHARIN DISCLOSURE AND ASPARTAME DISCLOSURE

■ Must be readily legible
■ Must appear on a contrasting background
■ Must appear separate and apart from all other label information

NOTE: There are no specific legibility requirements for COUNTRY OF ORIGIN

*See CHAPTER 3, TYPE SIZE AND LEGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR HEALTH WARNING STATEMENT